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If you're a seasoned high power shooter, you can skip this. But, if your
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experience is in some other discipline, such as smallbore or benchrest,
life in the pits will be new to you, as it was to me. Pit duty can cause as
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much anxiety as actually shooting in competition. Though pit duty will
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be explained to you at the match, I'll give you an overview of what to
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expect.
At the target end of most high power ranges, between the targets and
the impact berm, is a pit about 12 feet deep, and wide enough for
vehicles to drive into. At each target station in the pit, a paper target is
attached to a cardboard square about six feet on each side, which in turn
is mounted on a wood and metal frame that can be slid up and down,
manually or by a motor.

video found at:
https://www.youtube.com/embed/5-binhN91uA?html5=1&autoplay=0&controls=0&
showinfo=0&rel=0&modestbranding=0&playsinline=1&origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.
ssusa.org&enablejsapi=1&widgetid=1

In the up position, the target are visible to the shooters and can be fired
upon. In the down position, they are hidden but can be accessed by pit
personnel. During firing, the pit person responsible for a specific target
watches the berm directly behind it. When a bullet impact is seen, the
target is run down, a spotting disk about 5 inches in diameter with a
short dowel in the center is placed in the new hole, and the previous
bullet hole is pasted. A second spotting disk is placed in a specific spot
on the target periphery, to indicate the score. An X is indicated by
placement in the bottom left corner, a 10 is marked in the bottom center,
a nine is marked in the bottom right corner, and so forth in counterclockwise fashion. The target is then raised.
At the firing line, the scorer sees both spotters in the spotting scope and
records the score. The shooter fires again, starting the process over.

At your first match, you'll probably be paired with an experienced pit
worker to teach you the ropes. As any questions arise, there's also a
range officer in the pit, who is in contact with the firing line via radio.
It's really that simple. Just keep your eyes open and be ready to return
some great pit service to your fellow competitors.
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